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Abstract
At LBNL, laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA) can

now produce ultra-short electron bunches with energies
up to 1 GeV [1]. As femtosecond electron bunches
exit the plasma they radiate an intense burst in the tera-
hertz range [2,3] via coherent transition radiation (CTR).
Measuring the CTR properties allows non-invasive bunch-
length diagnostics [4], a key to continuing rapid advance
in LWFA technology. Experimental bunch length charac-
terization for two different energy regimes through bolo-
metric analysis and electro-optic (EO) sampling are pre-
sented. Measurements demonstrate both shot-to-shot sta-
bility of bunch parameters, and femtosecond synchroniza-
tion between the bunch, the THz pulse, and the laser beam.
In addition, this method of CTR generation provides THz
pulses of very high peak power suitable for applications.
Recent results reveal LWFA to be a promising intense ultra-
fast THz source.

BOLOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF LOW
ENERGY ELECTRON BUNCHES

Currently, one principal challenge encountered in
achieving LWFA stability is the control of the injected
electrons. One strategy to address this issue is to decou-
ple injection and acceleration (allowing better control over
plasma parameters) by externally injecting electrons into
a preformed plasma channel. Simulations indicate such
injection preserves the energy spread [5]. Thus, the con-
trolled injection of ultrashort bunches with low emittance
and low divergencemay produce stable 0.1% energy spread
beams at GeV energies.
At the LOASIS Program, a low electron energy regime

(< 1 MeV) is presently being studied for its stability and
possible suitability as injector (hundred keV-level energy
spread and pointing variation near 2 mrad). To be phase
trapped in the next stage the beam needs to be short enough
(fraction of a plasma wavelength) and so its length must be
characterized.
Electron bunches generated by the LWFA technique emit

coherent transition radiation (in the THz range) when they
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Figure 1: Setup for measurement of the THz pulse energy
generated by a 1 MeV electron beam. A 6-inch effective
focal length off-axis parabola (OAP) is used to collect par-
tially the THz pulse emitted by transition radiation. A 7-
inch OAP is used to focus it back into the bolometer aper-
ture.

cross the plasma-vacuumboundary. Characterization of the
THz pulse allows retrieval of the temporal charge distribu-
tion of the produced bunch and thus serves as bunch diag-
nostic.
The amount of transition radiation produced by a 1 MeV

beam is too small to be characterized by classical EO tech-
niques. Here a technique (Fig. 1) is presented using a
bolometer (! " 10 # 200 cm!1) [6,7]. While a bolome-
ter provides an exceptionally sensitive measurement of the
THz energy, it does not normally yield information about
temporal electric profile. However, by measuring the ra-
tio between radiation collected with and without a spectral
filter the electron bunch duration can be estimated [3,7].
Indeed, the general expression for CTR spectrum depends
on the bunch length ("z).
Two different materials were used to filter the spectrum,

Teflon (1/4” thick) and Fluorogold (0.5 mm thick), with
spectral cut-offs at $ 2 THz and $ 1 THz, respectively.
From the bolometer measurements with and without the
filters, the bunch length was determined to be "z $ 300 +
590,#190 fs using Teflon, and "z $ 210+120,#80 fs us-



ing Fluorogold. (Teflon has a less abrupt cut-off frequency,
reducing its precision.) These lengths agree with bunch
lengthening due to space charge in a plasma density down-
ramp [8]. Recent simulations [9] indicate a 1 MeV bunch
is $ 10 µm long at production and lengthens to $ 50 µm
($ 177 fs) within the down-ramp. Hence, injection into a
second plasma channel is achievable by using a sharp tran-
sition between the two stages.

ELECTRO-OPTIC IMAGINGOF
TERAHERTZ PULSES

Previous work [10,11] showed LWFA bunch durations of
< 50 fs (15 µm) with high intensity peak THz electric field
up to 0.4 MV/cm for beams in the range 10 # 100 MeV.
However, theory [3] indicates that optimization may yield
even higher THz electric fields. Looking at the spatiotem-
poral profile of the electric field, aberrations have been ob-
served that result in imperfect focusing. This has motivated
the construction of a new setup that has allowed for signif-
icant improvements in the focal spot quality.

Spatiotemporal Profile
The new setup which includes several motorized optics,

has addressed these optical issues and a single shot 2-D
imaging technique [11] used to yield knowledge of the THz
spot size and spatial structure. By combining a collimated
and linearly polarized probe beam with the THz pulse at
focus in an electro-optic (EO) crystal (ZnTe or GaP) local
rotation of the polarization is induced in the probe beam.
The THz pulse (low frequencies) acts as an electrical bias
on the crystal. The probe beam continues through a second
polarizer set for a maximum extinction of the initial linear
polarization of the probe, and a CCD camera records the
remaining beam.
By scanning the delay between the THz pulse and the

probe, spatial slices of the THz pulse are measured. Al-
though additional analyses show a small level of remain-
ing aberration (coma) in the terahertz beam, the tem-
porally averaged mode displays a near-Gaussian shape
(Fig. 2). This mode corresponds to what would be ob-
served by a terahertz-sensitive-camera (summation of the
movie frames). The beam at focus has a radius (standard
deviation) of $ 0.26 mm.

Electric Field Measurement
Different EO techniques [10] are available to measure

the temporal electric field profile of the THz pulse either in
a single-shot or scanning mode. Most of them are based
on the assumption of a homogeneously distributed elec-
tric field over the focal spot, which implies having both
a perfect source and a perfectly aligned optical line. The
2-D imaging technique previously introduced confirms this
alignment and gives an estimate for the averaged electric
field.
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Figure 2: Imaging of a focused THz pulse (CTR) emit-
ted by a LWFA. CCD camera averaged signal for different
delays between the CTR emitted when electrons exit the
plasma and the 43 fs long probe beam.

CTR is emitted along a radially polarized cone of light
defined approximately by the angle $ 1/#, where # is the
relativistic factor of the produced electron bunch. A small
portion of this cone is collected by anOAP (f# = 2). Since
the parabola only collects a small solid angle (0.178 sr) the
collected THz beam is considered to be linearly polarized.
The Pockels effect happening in the EO crystal (GaP) used
for this experiment depends [11] on the relative orientation
of one of its principal axes to the linear polarization of both
the THz beam to study and the probe beam. In order to op-
timize the rotation of the probe bream’s polarization, these
last two were parallel to each other but perpendicular to the
concerned crystal axis.
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The normalized transmitted intensity through the analyzer
is a function (Eq. 1) of the phase retardation introduced in
the probe, ! = "n !·L

c where "n % #&
E THz is the differ-

ence of refraction indexes induced by Pockels effect, $ is
the frequency of the probe beam and L is the thickness of
the crystal. A calibration using a !/2 plate gives a corre-
spondence between the angle of rotation of the probe’s po-
larization and the transmitted intensity. Taking into account
both crystal effects (surface losses, x2, and dispersion-
induced decrease, x2) and spectral absorption (30%) of the
high density polyethylene window (used as vacuum win-
dow), the averaged peak electric field is calculated to be
$ 102 kV/cm before entering the imaging optical system.

OPTIMIZING THE LWFA AS A
COMPACT, HIGH FIELD THZ SOURCE
Coherent transition radiation can be used as an electron

bunch duration measurement. THz electric fields produced
by LWFA are also exceptionally strong and are promising



to be a useful source of high field THz pulses. The im-
portant beam-plasma parameters that determine the shape
of the spectrum and hence the amount of energy per THz
pulse, are the electron bunch charge, length ("z), kinetic
energy (Ec , weak dependence), the plasma boundary size,
and the collection angles.
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Figure 3: Predicted spectra (0.5 nC, "z = 15 µm, Ec = 45
MeV) of CTR collected by a 6-inch OAP (19o off-axis)
for different plasma transverse boundary sizes (%). The
amount of emitted energy is strongly affected by the trans-
verse boundary size of the emitting region.

Two phenomena strongly dominate the CTR in spectral
domain: diffraction effects due to the limited size of the
plasma and coherence effect due to the longitudinal distri-
bution of the electron beam (Fig. 3).
Increasing the plasma boundary size can be achieved by

sending a pre-ionizing pulse to enlarge the plasma in front
of the main pulse. A preliminary experiment has been per-
formed at the LOASIS Program using such coupled beams,
and the enhancement of the THz energy generated by CTR
has been observed via a bolometric measurement (Fig. 4).
Predictions for beams of higher charge ($ 1 nC) pro-

duced in a pre-ionized channel (up to 200 µm) and col-
lected by a 6-inch OAP are above 30 µJ per pulse. More-
over, the weak electron energy dependence allows possibil-
ity of building a compact LWFA (smaller laser) dedicated
to THz production with a bigger solid angle of collection.
Potentially, THz pulses of up to 0.7 mJ centered around
2 THz could be produced, opening new fields of applica-
tion.
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Figure 4: Enhancement (> 3) of the total amount of THz
energy collected observed when the main pulse (accelera-
tion) is preceded with a pre-ionizing beam (on/off experi-
ment).
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